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Foreword

CONNECTA-2 project contributes to the Shift2Rail’s Next
Generation of TCMS architectures and components with wireless
capabilities. The research and development work addresses the
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Validation of Next Generation
TCMS

second phase of activities of the Shift2Rail Multi-Annual Action

APPLICATION PROFILES AND FUNCTIONAL
DISTRIBUTED FRAMEWORK

Plan (MAAP) on TD1.2 – TD Next Generation TCMS to reach a TRL5.
Thus, CONNECTA-2 advances towards achieving a modern

The current TCMS solutions integrate heterogeneous

TCMS based on Ethernet with safe and reliable architectures,

subsystems, which are linked to particular train functions: the

and wireless capabilities. CONNECTA-2 significantly improves

door subsystem facilitates passenger and train staff access;

the testing by developing a certification process based on the

12

KPI Assessment within
Shift2Rail

the HVAC subsystem guarantees air quality and comfortable

simulation and deployment of plug-and-play concepts. In particular,

temperatures, etc. These subsystems are normally provided

the highlighted innovations brought by CONNECTA-2 are:

by different suppliers and comprise all the elements required
to realise the requested function, such as sensors, actuators,

u uFirst validation of Drive-by-Data concept in TCMS,
14

Standardization for NG-TCMS

15

Note

control logic and processing devices. The TCMS also includes a

including TSN Ethernet based ECN, new SIL4 safety layer

Central Control Unit (CCU) that coordinates the subsystems and

implementation and new safe train inauguration.

communication channels between all the system components.

u uComplete and test the implementations of the new

The consist and train level functions are then achieved through a

IEC61375-2-6 standard about train-to-ground communi-

16
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heterogeneous combination of control logic, processing devices and

cations which was prepared with Roll2Rail’s and CONNEC-

communication channels. This is a completely valid approach that

TA-1’s outputs;

has worked for years but there are certain drawbacks linked to it:

u uFirst tests of wireless TCMS communications based on

u uThe heterogeneity of the system is a burden not only for

release 14 of LTE, enabling the V2V and D2D transmis-

the initial design and implementation, but also during the

sions;

whole rolling stock lifecycle since many different
hardware and software elements need to be maintained.

u uNew application profiles which provide standardized

u uSpecific solutions need to be found to guarantee separation

interfaces at consist and train level for HVAC, Doors, ATO,

between safety-related and non-safety-related

BMS and Lavatories;

Partners

12
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applications, which normally result in hardware separation.

u uImplementation of two interoperable solutions for the

u uThe modification of particular applications can affect

Functional Distribution Framework (FDF);

CONNECTA-2 has now defined the application programming
interface (FDF-API) that enables the subsystem providers to
develop one software solution that may be used for different
rolling stock system integrators. The FDF-API is defined in such a
way that it might be simply mapped to different technical solutions
without changing the source code of the subsystem controller.
For the definition of standardized functional interfaces, called
Application Profiles, between TCMS and a subsystem a model-based
approach has been introduced in CONNECTA. Build upon the standard
modelling language SysML, this method contributes to the increased
common understanding of how TCMS and specific subsystems
interact with each other. The anticipated effects of the approach are
geared towards reducing the engineering efforts, costs and risks for
product development and integration in the rolling stock projects.
In CONNECTA-2 the modelling method is being consolidated and
applied to the additional applications. Besides the enhancements
on the Application Profiles for HVAC and Doors from CONNECTA, new
Application Profiles for Lavatories and Automatic Train Operation (ATO
over ECTS) are being created. With HVAC and doors subsystems
suppliers from the PINTA3 and PIVOT2 project Connecta2 is aligning
of the according application profiles. The results from the definitions
made for ATO Application Profile were already used to validate the
draft specification of the functional interface (FIS) between TCMS
and ATO on-board unit, which is in the process of being standardized
in the scope of complementary project X2Rail.
In addition to the functional interfaces between TCMS and a specific
subsystem, CONNECTA-2 is working on extending the Application
Profiles for HVAC and Doors. These extensions include on the one
hand the interface specifications for Functional Open Coupling,
in order to support standardized information exchange between
consists of different manufacturers. On the other hand, technical

other applications and this complicates the recertifica-

specifications are also provided to facilitate the implementation

tion process after changes.

and evaluation of these Applications Profiles for the laboratory
demonstrators explained in Chapter 3.

u uFirst implementation of the Functional Open Coupling
mechanism, together with a number of use cases for

The functional distribution framework (FDF) is a combination

testing, and;

of an architecture and software interfaces that enables to

Thus, the existing heterogenous solutions according the used

overcome the limitations and problems of the existing solution.

architectures, safety concepts, processors for the subsystems

The architectural change is, that the sensors and actors of the

are replaced by a homogenous approach standardized in the railway

the virtual certification simulation framework, including

door or HVAC subsystem are directly connected to the consist

domain. This reduces the engineering costs for:

the train virtualisation and tools, and providing support

network that is now based on a new set of standards (time sensitive

for remote connectivity of subsystems (remote HIL).

Network - TSN) and enables real time communication with enhanced

u uthe integration from the subsystems in the TCMS because

possibilities to separate in a secure way safety and not safety

standard application profiles and architectures are used

u uTwo laboratory demonstrators, whose foundations are

related information and provides additional redundancy features.
This new network technology allows to remove the controllers
from the subsystems (etc. doors, HVAC) and to move the control
software that was originally deployed on these processors to one

04

or multiple CCUs of the TCMS.

u uthe safety concepts and assessment because standard
concepts are employed

u uthe obsolescence during the service phase because less
heterogenous hardware is used in the train

04
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Cornerstone Technologies for Next Generation TCMS

Drive-by-Data

u uTwo virtual communication “planes” (A/B on consist level,
mapped to left/right on train level) for the parallel trans-

The drive-by-data technology specified during CONNECTA

1

used as the unique backbone for interconnecting all intelligent

u uScheduled data transmission for time critical data (IEEE
802.1.Qbv)

equipment onboard modern trains. This involves devices of the
train communication and management domain (TCMS), but also

interoperability tests between CAF and MOXA first and between
CAF, EURECOM and MOXA in a second phase, were made using

The Wireless Train Backbone (WLTB) aims to remove the wiring

a L2 VPN similar to the one used for the remote HIL in the Urban

used currently in train-level networks. The WLTB specification has

demonstrator for the remote HVAC integration.

been designed in a way that is able to work with legacy consist
networks as well as with the NG-TCN defined by CONNECTA project.

u uSafe train inauguration for a safety integrity up to SIL4

operator- and customer-oriented service devices (CCTV, PIS,
PA etc.). Drive-by data can be characterized with the following

Due to the travel limitations originated by COVID-19 pandemic the

mission of replicated critical data (IEEE 802.1.CB).

provides the features and functions required for a future-oriented
high performance, safe and secure train communication network,

Wireless TCMS
— Wireless Train Backbone

The following figure illustrates the use of two redundant Wireless
Train Backbone Nodes, one connected to one of the ECN planes

u uSafe data communication for a safety integrity up to SIL4

of the NG-TCN.

features:

u uSupport of security features using state-of-the-art
u uGbE transmission rate for train backbone and consist
network

security technologies, evaluated and selected in
accordance to modern security standards like IEC 62443
and EN TS 50701.

u uEthernet train backbone (ETB) with two separated
communication lines (left/right) interconnecting all the
consists within a train (Figure 2).

FIGURE 1
NG-TCN
Network Architecture

FIGURE 2
Wireless Train
Backbone Nodes

The WLTBN consists of two functional blocks that can be placed in
a single device or in different devices: an Adapted ETBN (AETBN)
and the Wireless Devices (WD). The next figure depicts the internal
architecture of the WLTBN.

With these features, the Next Generation TCN (NG-TCN)

As a parallel activity, the standardization of the relevant

architecture is capable to replace all legacy wire-bound onboard

technologies has been launched in IEC and CENELEC as an

communication systems including train lines with one common

extension to the existing TCN standard series (see chapter 5).

train communication network. While CONNECTA ended with the
specification, CONNECTA-2 implemented this architecture as
part of the laboratory demonstrators (see chapter 3). These
demonstrators are then used to provide a drive-by-data proof
of-concept, especially by performing network performance
measurements with respect to data throughput, latency, jitter
and redundancy.

FIGURE 3
WLTBN internal
architecture

In Urban demonstrator of CONNECTA-2 two WLTBN have been
implemented. The AETBN of one of the WLTBNs has been provided
by CAF and the other AETBN has been provided from MOXA, thanks
to the collaboration with Safe4Rail-2 project. This collaboration
has permitted to test two different train inauguration and adapted
R-NAT implementations, ensuring that the specification provided by
CONNECTA-2 was interoperable. Equally, the RD for TCMS domains
based on LTE V2X have been provided by EURECOM also as part of
the collaboration with Safe4Rail-2. By contrary, the RD for OMTS
domain was equipped with COTS equipment based on IEEE 802.11s

1

See CONNECTA Newsletter September 2018 at http://cta1.s2r-connecta.eu

ensuring the correct radio technology abstraction.

FIGURE 4
Wireless Inauguration
Interoperability Test
Results
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Cornerstone Technologies for Next Generation TCMS

— Wireless Consist Network

together with the complementary project Safe4Rail-2 based on the

In general, the architecture is based on the IEC 61375 standard

given requirements and the current overall technical development

and on topology solutions provided by CONNECTA and Roll2Rail

The Wireless Consist Network (WLCN) is an evolution of the ECN

status, defining a State-Of-Art technology. Both projects concluded

projects. It is composed of two redundant wireless networks,

(Ethernet Consist Network), enabling wireless data communication

to choose Wi-Fi, ZigBee or LTE too, for further evolvement. Due

each of them having one Wireless Access Point (WAP) per

via radio links. In principle, the TCMS network structure is defined

the already available EN 50155 hardware the technology Wi-Fi

vehicle. Wireless End Devices (WED) will be connected to

in the IEC 61375 standard but lacking wireless communication

is predestined for further analysis, carried out in the regional

a peer WAP, except the Safe Wireless End Devices (WED-S),

inside the consist.

demonstrator. For the WLCN demonstrator part the following

which will be connected to two WAPs (which is a safety related

architecture has been defined, see Figure 6.

design approach) in parallel, each one from a different wireless

During the last CONNECTA-2 project period the WLCN has been

network, and therefore will require two wireless interfaces. On

specified in detail. Suitable technologies have been selected

the other hand, all WAPs will be connected to Consist Switches
(CS), which will be interconnected via a wired Ethernet Consist
Network (ECN). This architecture is a suitable solution for the
NG-TCN, because it eases the integration of different wireless
technologies. In the future, architectures with a fully radio-based
WLCN could be achieved (MESH technology); this would require
deterministic and reliable communication for non-safe, safe, and
time critical devices.
Wired and wireless interfaces as well as related protocols to
provide a fast, stable and reliable communication have been
specified. Furthermore, aspects regarding IT security (e.g.

FIGURE 6
T2G communication
architecture

network access control or wireless intrusion detection systems),
monitoring wireless devices (status information), as well as

On the train, there are several End Devices (EDs) that provide

device and network configuration (WPA2, MAC filtering) have

functionalities and/or information that may be of interest to ground-

been investigated and specified too.

side EDs. To facilitate the communications and ensure security,
direct access from ground side EDs to onboard EDs is limited, and

For implementation proof a set of wireless test devices have been

access is centralized through a Mobile Communications Gateway

selected and arranged in the regional demonstrator. WAP devices

(MCG) onboard, and a Ground Communication Gateway (GCG) on

with antennas as well as WED devices have been mounted to

the ground side.

demonstrator test rack. Test cases have been developed and
implemented. Test execution as well as reporting the results are

The standard concerns only about the communication interfaces

the next steps in the project.

of the MCG and GCG. Therefore, communications between the MCG
and onboard EDs, as well as GCG and ground EDs, are outside of

— Train-to-ground communications

the scope for the standard.

Train-to-Ground (T2G) communications are defined in the

The standard considers the MCG to have the logical architecture

IEC 61375-2-6 standard. The basic architecture of the T2G

shown in the following Figure.

communications can be seen in the following figure. The lines
of the figure not connected to any device mean that there could
be more devices connected to the bus.

FIGURE 7
MCG logical architecture

FIGURE 5
Architecture for
WLCN
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Cornerstone Technologies for Next Generation TCMS

As it can be seen, the MCG includes one or more interfaces for

In order to facilitate interoperability tests for proving conformity to

communication with onboard devices and one or more WAN

IEC 61375-2-6 a test bed has been developed jointly by the partners.

interfaces for communication with the ground side. In between
these interfaces, there are two big functionality blocks: a set of

This test bed is used for testing the whole train to ground (T2G)

MCG services, and a network router. The router and MCG services

communication system. The work includes a detailed system

can be in the same or in separate devices. The services included

description, the use cases and related test cases and information

in the MCG are the following:

applicable for testing on system test level. It defines the test
environment to be used for performing the tests of the T2G

u uCommunication Service: provides functions for the

communication system.

organization of the communication channel between train
and ground.

The work, alongside the coming projects of CONNECTA3,
continues to provide a good base for an open collaboration of the

u uNetwork Selector Service (new in CONNECTA-2): In

manufacturers to achieve common agreed requirements for the

cooperation with X2Rail-1 (S2R-CFM-IP2-01-2018), the

train to ground communication system, which should complement

ACS has been put under analysis and conceptional work

the more theoretical work of the IEC WG43 standardization group.

for integration of the ACS concept as the “multi-bearer”

Furthermore, new proposals for the next revision of the standard

system for the T2G communication system.

are expected to be submitted including the above-mentioned Train
Telemetry Service and improvements for File Transfer and Wake-Up

u uTrain Information Service: supplies the GCG with

Services.

Validation of Next
Generation TCMS

u uTrain Location Service: provides the GCG with up-to-date

commitment to the use of a Drive-by-Data network
architecture capable of integrating mixed-criticality devices
in the same physical network. The introduction of scheduled
(deterministic) data traffic based on Time Sensitive Net
working (TSN) standards, along with the employment of

The laboratory demonstrator for an urban train application, entirely

the redundant architecture defined for the NG-TCN,

specified and implemented by CAF, is composed of two coupled

guarantee the independency between scheduled (time-

consists, as shown in Figure 9. The objective of the set of devices

critical) and conventional (non-time-critical) data flows with

comprising the urban laboratory demonstrator is twofold:

unique train communication network, even when the network
is saturated by the addition of bulk conventional data

u uSimulate the behaviour of real train equipment, in such a

Besides, proof-of-concept for safe train inauguration will be

way that simulations (executed on Simulation and

also provided.

Virtualisation Framework) provide consistent simulation
data, which will be inserted in the real consist network as
if they were calculated by real End Devices (EDs).

c.

as if this test equipment were in a real urban train.

All this with the final aim to prepare a feasible and applicable

Wireless TCMS. The proposed urban demonstrator also
covers Wireless TCMS, considering both Train-to-Ground
communication and Wireless Train Backbone (WLTB).

u uStimulate digital and analog inputs of real train equipment,
and access to digital outputs provided by these real EDs,

Drive-by-Data (DbD) concept. CONNECTA-2 project also
stands out from the point of view of safety, due to its firm

URBAN LABORATORY DEMONSTRATOR

information about the train (e.g. train composition derived
from the Train Topology Database (TTDB).

b.

d.

Simulation and Virtualisation Framework (SVF). The
consideration of virtual validation techniques in the

standard to achieve interoperability of rolling stock from different

urban demonstrator will lead to reduced real testing

manufacturers and the ground infrastructure of different operators.

duration and costs, due to the possibility of performing

information of the train location both on demand and/or

many simulated tests in advance of real environment

periodically.

testing. It must be emphasized that this set of valuable
tools can be employed in different scenarios, to test and

u uWake-up Service (new in CONNECTA-2): provides the

validate both wired-TSN and wireless network

possibility to power-up a train which is in energy saving

architectures, and even considering hardware-in-the-

mode from ground.

loop tests.

u uFile Transfer Service (new in CONNECTA-2): allows the

Thus, the urban laboratory demonstrator, will allow a proof-of-

transference of files from ground to train and vice versa.

concept demonstration and testing of all these cutting-edge
technologies. Figure 10 details the set of devices involved in the

u uTelemetry service (new in CONNECTA-2): A proposal

implementation of each technology.

to change the whole chapter for the Telemetry System

FIGURE 8
Urban laboratory
demonstrator

within IEC 61375-2-6 has been developed in order to
obtain simplicity, compatibility with other standards as
well as achieve higher interoperability and it is to be
submitted to the IEC WG43.

In more detail, the urban demonstrator is intended for the testing of:

a.

Functional Distribution Framework (FDF), which constitutes
the middleware in charge of abstracting applications running
on top of it from the underlying hardware and communications, thus facilitating the development process, software
reuse and maintainability. Likewise, the use of Application
Profiles is also a distinct advantage, as it allows harmonising
the way the Train Control and Management System (TCMS)
interacts with a specific train subsystem. The definition of
this functional interface contributes to the standardisation
of the different subsystems’ integration, thereby reducing
engineering effort and costs.

FIGURE 9
Urban laboratory
demonstrator
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The results

Next steps

The results

The first phase of WP5 constituted a report on the integration of the

The following steps in WP5 are focused on the test sequences

The first phase of WP3 was about the specification of the urban

In the second phase, which started in spring 2019 and lasted

urban laboratory demonstrator test platform including the inventory

execution. These tests were previously specified in WP4 so as to

and regional lab demonstrator architectures and the components

until mid 2020, focus was on the implementation of specified lab

of used artefacts (i.e., components specified, designed, and

validate each technology that will conclude the next generation

which constitute it. This phase ended in July 2019 with the

demonstrator components. Implementation was shared between

implemented during WP3, measurement instruments, simulators…).

trains features.

submission of the two lab demonstrator specifications. Most

CONNECTA-2 and the complementary action, Safe4Rail-2. While

important results were:

Safe4Rail-2 contributed not only with basic components like

Most important results were:

REGIONAL LABORATORY DEMONSTRATOR

u uSpecification of unit under test and testing environment items.
u uTechnical report of dimensional drawings, schematics
diagrams and signals routing.

u uConfiguration guideline of the items and general test environment.
u uTesting environment components and HVAC application
integration.

train backbone nodes (wired and wireless), switches and network

u uArchitecture of the urban and regional lab demonstrators.
The regional laboratory demonstrator represents a regional train
with consists of different provenance. The regional laboratory

CONNECTA-2 developed and integrated railway specific services

u uSpecification of network devices: train backbone nodes
(wireless and wired), consist switches and wireless ac-

layer protocols (TRDP and OPC-UA). In addition, CONNECTA-2

involved partners, demonstrate the interoperability of different

cess points).

developed applications for door and HVAC profiles. During the

designs. For this, a train composition of three consists has been
selected where each consist is owned by one of the partners

u uSpecification of network interfaces on consist and train
level (Functional Open Coupling FOC).

CAF, Alstom and Siemens Mobility (Figure 10).
FIGURE 10
Regional Lab
demonstrator design

u uTest Contexts configuration.

u uIn depth specification of the Functional Distribution
Framework (FDF), as for example the AUTOSAR adaptive
platform (AP) for train applications.

u uSpecification of simulators for ETB and sub-systems, as
well as virtualization of the complete TCMS.

u uDetailing of the beacon concept to support a safe train
inauguration.

All designs have in common the drive-by-data and functional

networking (TSN), SDTv4 and Safe Train Inauguration for high safety

distribution framework features defined in CONNECTA, as for

integrity. But each partner also emphasizes specific technologies

instance selected applications (doors, HVAC) using time sensitive

in their consist designs as it is listed in Table 2:

TABLE 1: Main features of the regional lab demonstrator
CONSIST 1

CONSIST 2

CONSIST 3

Owner: Alstom

Owner: Siemens

Owner: CAF

Basic features:

Basic features:

u uETB with separated train lines
u uTSN-aware devices
u uFDF based on AUTOSAR AP with OPC-UA
u uT2G communication
u uCCTV data transmission and visualization
on HMI

u uETB with separated train lines
u uTSN-aware devices
u uFDF with own implementation

final phase, which is still ongoing, a set of integration workshops
have been organized for executions of tests that demonstrate
the functionality of specific components and their interaction

u uSpecification of train-to-ground communication.

vehicle thermal loads and analog signals.

u uETB with separated train lines
u uTSN-aware devices
u uFDF based on AUTOSAR AP with TRDP
u uT2G communication
u uWireless consist network (WLCN)

like the SDTv4 safety layer, safe train inauguration and transport

demonstrator shall, besides dealing with particularities of the

u uSpecification of simulators: doors, mechanic train, HVAC,

Basic features:

interfaces but also with platform software like the AUTOSAR AP,

with other components.
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KPI Assessment
within Shift2Rail
Key Performance Indicators (KPI) are a commonly used method for
performance measurement. Also, within Shift2Rail this method
is used to evaluate the technical and operational improvements
which result from the different sub-projects.
The main goals of Shift2Rail are:

CONNECTA-2 contributes with its innovations to all three main goals.
The overall KPI assessment of the Shift2Rail innovations is carried

Since the innovations and the products used in CONNECTA-2 are

The following diagram shows the estimation for the achievements

still in the development phase (with the goal to reach a TRL of 5)

realized in the end of Shift2Rail as well as an estimation for the

the KPI estimation mainly relies on expert estimations.

year 2030, when more innovations from CONNECTA will have found

out within the Shift2Rail project IMPACT-2 with a sophisticated

their way into the market and standardization will have adopted

model. The input for this model has to come from the KPI estimation

During the whole project a continuous monitoring of the project

made in the respective technical S2R projects, such as CONNECTA.

progress was performed to record the variations of the values. For

the specifications of the CONNECTA innovations.

that purpose, an Excel tool was created to facilitate the estimation

A next step in the KPI assessment activity will be the creation of

To be able to estimate the benefits for the Shift2Rail main goals

provided by each partner and to bring the collected results into

a cost-benefit analysis to get an even clearer view of the benefits

resulting from CONNECTA’s innovations more detailed KPI specific

the format required by IMPACT.

to be expected by the concepts described in this Newsletter and

for the TCMS domain were developed together with IMPACT, see
Figure 10.

u uIncrease of reliability
u uIncrease of capacity
u uCost reduction

13
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FIGURE 11
Brakedown of Shift2Rail
main goals to CONNECTA’s KPI

thus to pave the way into of the standardization bodies.
FIGURE 12
CONNECTA-2 KPI
estimation
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NOTES

An overview of already launched or planned standardization
activities is presented in Table 3. The work on NG-TCMS
standardization is in responsibility of IEC TC9 WG43 and CLC
TC9X WG15.

TABLE 2: NG-TCMS standardization activities
STANDARD

TITLE

ACTUAL STATUS

UPDATE PLANNING

IEC 61375-1

TCN - General architecture

Released 2012

New revision planned for 2025,
with extensions for:
u uNew ETB architecture
u uCyber security requirements

IEC 61375-2-3

TCN - Communication Profile

Released 2015

New revision planned for 2026,
with extensions for:
u uSafe Train Inauguration
u uSDTv4

IEC 61375-2-4

TCN - Application Profile

Released as Technical Specification
(TS) in 2017

Work will be relaunched when input
from CONNECTA/UIC-IEC TRAINET
group is available. No detailed
planning yet.

IEC 61375-2-5

TCN - Ethernet Train Backbone

Released 2014

New revision planned for 2026, with
extensions for:

u uGigabit Ethernet
u uNew ETB architecture
u uTSN support
u uCyber security features
IEC 61375-2-6

TCN - Onboard to Ground
Communication

Released 2018

New revision planned for 2023,
considering the updates proposed by
Connecta for:
u uSelector function
u uFile transfer service
u uTelemetry service
u uWake-up service

IEC 61375-2-7

TCN - Wireless Train Backbone
(WLTB)

Released as Technical Report (TR)
in 2014

IEC WG43 Survey group founded which
shall prepare a report for the next
IEC TC9 plenary meeting in October
2021 with the aim to develop a future
International Standard (IS).

IEC 61375-2-8

TCN - Conformance test of ETB, ECN
and Communication profile

Draft status.
Expected to be released 2022

Update will be planned after the first
release.

IEC 61375-3-4

TCN - Ethernet Consist Network
(ECN)

Released 2014

New revision planned for 2026, with
extensions for:

u uGigabit Ethernet
u uTSN support
u uCyber security features
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